HVAR 3 nights incentive

An inexhaustible treasure chest of sights and
adventures, Hvar is one of Croatia’s most popular
islands and definitely the hippest! Enjoying a St
Tropez like allure as an exuberant celebrity
playground, it retains an enticing cultural and
historical heritage, wonderfully scenic natural
setting and welcoming sundrenched
Mediterranean climate.

Day One:
Arrival at Split Airport and transfer to a fortified mill for
welcome aperitifs and snacks while being serenaded
by Dalmatian musicians. Transfer by boat to the
magnificent island of Hvar arriving directly into the
magnificent marbled port of its Old City. From there
amble along medieval cobbled streets to the hotel of
choice.
Informal welcome dinner in the relaxed ambience of
local restaurant.

Day Two: Pakleni Islands
After a short safety briefing and instruction, depart for
a self drive adventure by pasara boats to the pine
called Pakleni Islands.
Stop for a refreshing swim in the azure Adriatic waters
at one of the countless coves which dot the rugged
coastline or simply go local and try your hand at the
“picigin” ball game.
Immerse your taste buds in the mouthwatering foods
of the region with a tasty organic lunch in Palmizana’s
restaurant. Continue to Stipanska Island and relax
with sunset cocktails at a vibrant beach lounge. Back
on Hvar Island, enjoy the slow food creations at
traditional restaurant before upping the tempo with an
after dinner party in the tented canopy of the exclusive
club.

For further details contact:
Day Three: Island life
Escape the glitz of Hvar and spend the day exploring
the inner island. Peppered with historic villages, old
stone houses and olive groves, the contrast is rich
and appealing. Visit the wine cellar of renowned
producer and taste the creations. Breathe in the
aroma of lush lavender fields and purchase some
souvenir lavender oils. Savor a traditional „peka“
lunch of lamb and veal prepared under the iron bell!
Later that evening dinner in the famed restaurant with
panoramic views over Amfora Bay is a ritzy affair, a
glamorous precursor to the chic after dinner party at
the cosmopolitan club.

Day Four:
Transfer to Split for quick city tour ending at
impressive city square with refreshments. Leisure
time before the airport transfer.
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